
SNAPSHOT 100 CAMPAIGN #CRYPTOIRL Giveaway Information

How to enter:

On Twitter /OR/ Instagram /OR/ Reddit
1. Take a photo or video of your moments with your Crypto.com Visa Card, or how

you are enjoying our newsletter Snapshot. (be sure the Crypto.com logo is
present)

2. Post it on Twitter, Instagram or Tiktok and use the hashtags #CroFam #CryptoIRL
#Snapshot100

3. Follow @cryptocom on Twitter // @cryptocomofficial on Instagram // @crypto.com
on TikTok

You must have a public TikTok, Twitter or Instagram account to be eligible to win. Photo
must be original content.

Up to 5 entries per account, and entry submission must occur during the Campaign
Period.

Entry period:
Fri 5th May 2023, 00�00 UTC – Sat 13th May 2023, 00�00 UTC.
Entrants must be a subscriber to the Crypto.com newsletter ‘Snapshot’ to be eligible for
the Giveaway.

Giveaway Items:

Crypto.com Swag Pack.

Selection of Entrants:

10 entrants will be randomly selected to receive the giveaway items and will be notified
via TikTok, Twitter or Instagram DM (whichever platform where the content was posted)
from the official Crypto.com account (@cryptocom on Twitter, @cryptocomofficial on
Instagram, @crypto.com on TikTok) within 14 days after the end of the Campaign Period.

Notes:
1. Giveaway items are limited.
2. Participation in the giveaway is strictly optional.
3. No purchase is necessary to enter or win.
4. In addition to these rules, the Global Official Rules apply.
5. Users residing in the United States should consult the United States Official Rules.

http://crypto.com/document/snapshot100_cryptoirl_tnc
http://crypto.com/document/snapshot100_cryptoirl_au_tnc


6. Users residing in Australia should consult the Australia Official Rules.
7. Crypto.com will disqualify any entry from participants who do not meet the

eligibility requirements as solely and absolutely determined by Crypto.com.
8. Entrants who are selected to receive the giveaway item will need to provide a valid

email address within 48 hours of being notified of their win.
9. Crypto.com reserves the right to cancel the campaign or amend the campaign

mechanics or rules at any time at our sole discretion without prior notice to you.
10. By participating in the Giveaway, entrants acknowledge having read the

Crypto.com Global Marketing Privacy Notice, which is published at
https://crypto.com/privacy/marketing and understand that Crypto.com will use the
information provided for the purposes of assessing entrants’ eligibility to
participate in the Giveaway, identity verification, prize draw and prize redemption.
When entrants participate in the campaign, they should keep in mind to not share
any personal or sensitive information over publicly available social media posts.

11. In the event of any dispute, Crypto.com reserves the right to make all final
decisions regarding the giveaway.

http://crypto.com/document/snapshot100_cryptoirl_au_tnc
https://crypto.com/privacy/marketing

